We propose a novel and simple method for semi-supervised text classification. The method starts from a hypothesis that a classifier with pretrained word embeddings always outperforms the same classifier with randomly initialized word embeddings, as empirically observed in NLP tasks. Our method first builds two sets of classifiers as a form of model ensemble, and then initializes their word embeddings differently: one using random, the other using pretrained word embeddings. We focus on different predictions between the two classifiers on unlabeled data while following the self-training framework. We also introduce label refinement and early-stopping in meta-epoch for better confidence on the labelby-prediction. We experiment on 4 different classification datasets, showing that our method performs better than the method using only the training set. ∆-training also outperforms the conventional self-training method in multi-class classification, showing robust performance against error accumulation.
Introduction

Motivation
Although classifiers using deep learning algorithms have performed well in various NLP tasks, it is necessary to collect more data for acquiring better performance. Besides, the performance is not always satisfactory when utilizing less data.
Collecting unlabeled text data is relatively easy, but labeling itself takes a considerable amount of human labor. In order to incorporate unlabeled data into a task, we have to label the data in accordance to class policies of the task, but the labeling process requires not only human labor but also domain knowledge on the aforementioned classes. Semi-supervised learning (Li and Liu, 2003; Zhu, 2006; Chapelle et al., 2009 ) can be considered a potential solution by utilizing labeled data and unlabeled data when building a classifier. The simplest form of semi-supervised learning is selftraining (Yarowsky, 1995) , which first builds a classifier using labeled data, and then label the unlabeled data. The most confident label prediction is added to training set and then repeat the process. The unlabeled data can help address data sparsity, but it might accumulate classification errors. We combine self-training with a hypothesis that classifiers with pretrained word embeddings (m emb ) are always better than classifiers with randomly initialized word embeddings (m rand ), as empirically observed in various NLP tasks (Turian et al., 2010) . Our method follows self-training framework but rather focusing on different predictions of two sets of classifiers on unlabeled data. Then we filter out incorrectly predicted data and correctly predicted data by both classifiers, which are less informative to the classifiers. On the other hand, differently predicted data are much informative since much of the performance gap between the classifiers come from the different predictions despite the differently predicted data includes some noises like correctly predicted on m rand but incorrectly predicted on m emb . Our framework, we call ∆-training, is also a variation of teacher-student network (Hinton et al., 2015) where teacher (m emb ) and student (m rand ) collaborate to incorporate unlabeled data into a task. However, the difference is that we use pretrained word embeddings for teacher network instead of using different architecture, so we do not need to consider overfitting.
Contributions
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a new and simple semi-supervised text classification framework using pretrained word embeddings.
• We propose label refinement and meta earlystopping that handle accumulated errors during the self-training process.
• Our framework can be used as a variation of the teacher-student framework that teacher and student collaborate in order to solve data sparsity problem by sharing their different decisions.
Preliminary
Self-training
Given labeled data {(x 1 , y 1 ), · · · , (x n , y n )} and unlabeled data {(x n+1 ), · · · , (x n+l )}, selftraining (Yarowsky, 1995) first builds a model m using labeled data. Next, it simply predicts the unlabeled data using pretrained model m.
If the confidence score of the predicted label is higher than a predefined threshold T , then adds the label-by-prediction data to the training set. This simple approach has generated variations such as calibration (Guo et al., 2017) , and online learning (Abney, 2007) .
Pretrained Word Embeddings
Pretrained word embeddings are based on the distributed representation hypothesis that a word can be represented as an n-dimensional vector (Mikolov et al., 2013) . Most of the algorithms are based on the basic idea of CBoW and skipgram. Both algorithms learn word vectors by maximizing the probability of occurrence of a center word given neighbor words or neighbor words given a center word. With this unsupervised approach, we can get semantic and relational information. The pretrained word vectors from very large corpus are used to initialize word vectors for classifiers, performing better than randomly initialized word vectors (Turian et al., 2010) .
Model Ensemble
Model ensemble (Opitz and Maclin, 1999) is using a combination of models to increase accuracy and get a confidence score on predictions. There are two types of ensemble methods, bagging and boosting. Bagging averages the predictions over a collection of classifiers whereas boosting weights the vote with a collection of classifiers. We adopt bagging to increase the cases that (1) both m rand and m emb predict correctly, and (2) m rand predicts incorrectly but m emb predicts correctly. Model ensemble is also used to pick out label-by-prediction data with high confidence, which will be used to self-training. The details will be described in Section 3.
Proposed Method: ∆-training
The overall process of our framework is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Different Prediction focused Self-training
Our method consists of two classifiers: one is randomly initialized (m rand ; student network), and another is using pretrained word vectors (m emb ; teacher network). When ensembling, we duplicate the same classifier,
, respectively. First, we train the classifiers using the training set with earlystopping, and return their predictions on unlabeled data. We consider the predictions of M emb on the unlabeled data as label-by-prediction since M emb always outperforms than M rand according to our hypothesis. After labeling the unlabeled data, we select the data with conditions that (a) each ensemble classifiers are predicting the same class, and (b) the predictions of M rand and M emb are different. Condition (a) helps to pick out data labeled with high confidence by the classifiers and Condition (b) helps to pick out the data which is incorrect in M rand but correct in M emb . The ratio in which labels might be correct in M rand but incorrect in M emb is relatively small than vice versa. We add the selected data to training set, and then train the classifiers again from the very first step to validate our hypothesis. If we do not start from the very first step, it might cause M emb to overfit and perform worse than M rand . One pass of the process is denoted as meta-epoch.
Label Refinement
While following the aforementioned training method, we need to refine the data added to the training set at the early stages. The label-byprediction data added to training set at early stages are predicted on relatively small data than at later stages, so their labels are relatively low confidence. To deal with such problem, we perform label refinement, which returns a part of the training Figure 1 : The flow of ∆-training framework. M rand and M emb are ensemble classifiers using randomly initialized word embeddings and pretrained word embeddings, respectively. (1) We first train the sets of classifiers using training set, (2) do early-stopping using development set, (3) predict the labels of unlabeled data using the sets of classifiers trained at (1), (4) select the high confidence labels differently predicted by each set of classifiers, adding them to training set, and lastly (5) return low confidence data which is labeled at earlier stages.
set labeled by prediction to label them again. We select the data to be refined sequentially and circularly. For example, after refining the data from index 0 to n, we select the next data from n + 1 to m. If m is bigger than the size of labeled data (N ), we select the data from n + 1 to N , and return to 0 and select the remainder. As the meta-epoch increases, which means predicting the label with higher confidence level than the previous meta-epoch, the amount of data to refine has to be smaller. Therefore, we define the size of data to refine at every meta-epoch as 
Early-Stopping in Meta-Epoch
Using the development set on every meta-epoch, we do early-stopping of the different prediction focused self-training. Describing the process with the teacher-student network framework (Hinton et al., 2015) , M rand keeps learning the guides (predictions) of M emb , and then the size of data which is incorrectly predicted on M rand but correctly predicted on M emb will decrease. Likewise, the size of data which is correctly predicted by both M rand and M emb will increase. Therefore, we simply add all the unlabeled data to training set without filtering for better performance.
Experiment Data
We use GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) glove.42B.300d as word embedding for M emb . We also perform word vector post-processing method, extrofitting (Jo, 2018) , to improve the effect of initialization with pretrained word embeddings on text classification, as described in their paper. We also report the performance gap in Appendix A.1. We use 2 topic classification datasets; Yahoo!Answers, DBpedia ontology (Lehmann et al., 2015) , and 2 sentiment classification dataset; Yelp reviews, IMDB reviews (Maas et al., 2011).
Experiment
Data Preparation
To emulate the environment with a few training set, we take only 10% of the original training set and remove the label of the remaining training set, which will be referred to as unlabeled data. Next, we assign 15% of the training set to the development set. The development set is used to determine early-stopping for every epoch and meta early-stopping for every meta-epoch. Further, we also change the size of the initial training set and the results are reported in Appendix A.2. The split data size is presented in Table 1 . IMDB reviews dataset has own unlabeled data, so we leave them untouched. 
Classifier
We select TextCNN (Kim, 2014) as our classifier. Due to the simple but high performance nature of TextCNN, the model can represent both narrow and deep classifiers, and is easy to ensemble as well. We use the first 100 words in 300 dimensional embedding space. The model consists of 2 convolutional layers with the 32 channels and 16 channels, respectively. We adopt multiple sizes of kernels-2, 3, 4, and 5, followed by ReLU activation (Hahnloser et al., 2000) and maxpooled. We concatenate them after every maxpooling layer. We train the model using Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with 1e-3 learning rate, and do early-stopping.
In the experiment, the number of teacher model ensemble (M emb ) is 3 and we do not ensemble student model (m rand ) for simplicity. The ablation study with respect to the number of model ensemble is presented in Appendix A.3.
Result
The performance of ∆-training is presented in Figure 2. Our method outperforms the conventional self-training method in multi-class classification. For binary classification, picking different predictions is ineffective because different prediction focused self-training cannot remove the data incorrectly predicted by both M emb and M rand . We observe that the performance of self-training decreases after a few meta-epochs because of accumulated classification errors. On the other hand, our method is robust against error accumulation. We also report the effect of label refinement in Figure 3 . The result shows that label refinement helps ∆-training improve its performance.
Related Works
∆-training is related to Self-training (Yarowsky, 1995) , Teacher-Student Network (Hinton et al., 2015) , and Tri-training with Disagreement (Zhou and Li, 2005) . However, the differences are (1) we focus on different predictions of classifiers, (2) teacher-student models collaborate by sharing different predictions, and (3) we use a single model architecture where word embeddings are initialized differently. Refer Ruder and Plank's work for further knowledge on those related works.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel and simple approach for semi-supervised text classification. The method follows the teacher-student network framework and the conventional selftraining framework, but focusing on different predictions between two sets of classifiers. Further, we propose label refinement and meta earlystopping to handle accumulated errors. Our method outperforms the conventional self-training method in multi-class classification and shows robust performance against error accumulation. 
